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FAHOUSE
JEAN VERVILLE ARCHITECTE
COMPLETED IN 2016
LOCATED IN EASTERN TOWNSHIPS, QUEBEC
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MAXIME BROUILLET
FLOOR AREA: 1900 FT² (177 M²)
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Nestled in the privacy of a hemlock forest, FAHOUSE seems 
to have emerged from a children’s story. Exploiting the 
contrasts between opacity and light, architect Jean Verville 
has developed a graphic assemblage that rises like two giant 
conifers, intensifying the dreamlike aspect of this architectural 
proposal. Derived from the archetypal figure of the house, the 
double triangular prism illustrates childhood and characterizes 
the whole development of the project.

Conceived for a young professional couple and two children, 
the cottage imaginatively revisits the family-home setting and 
links it closely to the site and the occupants’ way of life. Close 
collaboration with the clients during the design process as well 
as a distinct sense of playfulness evident in the parent-child 
relationship empowered the architect to design a new way for 
the family to live their reality. 

First-floor plan

Second-floor plan

Ground-floor plan
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The project comprises a two-house profile, with the elongated shape of the land 
emphasised by a promenade along the blind wall of the first volume. A wide exterior 
staircase revealing the natural slope leads to the ground floor and welcomes 
newcomers under an imposing cantilever defining the covered terrace. The large 
opaque door opens into a vibrant lobby that extends to the mysterious forest. The 
living area enjoys glass walls, which seem to dematerialize and eliminate the boundary 
between architecture and landscape, allowing nature to creep fabulously inside and 
bringing the house and magic of its surrounds to life.

The architectural deployment of the staircase articulates the ground floor while 
governing the access parade to the perched areas of the two houses. The first house, 
designed for the toddlers’, is nestled within the enchanting forest and includes a 
large bunk bed, which brings a grand sense of excitement to the space. The parents’ 
house resembles a beehive of sorts and is composed of a succession of cells each 
offering a distinctive ritual. In a surprising mirror effect, the bedroom doubles as a 
bathroom offering two simple and soothing volumes suspended between earth and 
sky. In contrast, the graphic display of the impressive family shower room promises 
a different experience for daily ablutions. 
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THE ROCK
ATELIER GÉNÉRAL ARCHITECTURE

COMPLETED IN 2017
LOCATED IN SHEFFORD, QUÉBEC

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ADRIEN WILLIAMS
AREA: 2300 FT² (214 M²)
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Built on the slope of Mount Shefford, the residence 
bridges an aerial view on one side and an ascending, 
rugged topography, populated by rocks and maples, 
on the other.

The initial idea for this project was to merge with 
the mountain, to nestle into the terrain until it 
becomes one with the residence. Entering the site 
from below, a black volume seems to emerge from 
the slope and detach itself from the surrounding 
vegetation. Its dark truncated shape echoes the 
rocky projections that inhabit the site. The living 
areas located upstairs offer the occupant an 
intimate relationship to the site as well as level 
access to wild and untouched nature via a large 
terrace profiled to the topography. At the other 
extremity, the house rises above the void, allowing 
an atmospheric point of view towards the treetops.

A utility space sheltered by the projection of the 
upper floor gives access to the residence. From 
there, a wooden staircase leads to the main floor 
where the spaces flow freely under a flat, floating 
roof, showing a laminated wood structure. An inner 
course circulates from room to room, following the 
outer walls. The walls open at the end of each axis 
to offer a view of the surrounding trees, creating 
the feeling of being both protected under the 
wooden roof and immersed in the forest.

The kitchen, finished in white-pine veneer, is framed 
by two parallel white blocks, which form an indirect 
link with the adjoining dining room. This space 
opens completely onto the ascending slope and 
creates a dialogue with a nearby boulder, which 
has been integrated into the terrace. In continuity 
with the master bedroom, the ambulatory circuit 
continues along the periphery of the space 
occupied by the bathroom. At the heart of this 
space, a bath-shower block faces a huge window, 
creating intimacy between the user and the forest. 
Nested between this space and the living room, 
the triangular-shaped veranda opens onto a leafy 
cover, like a nest perched in the hollow of the 
landscape. This forest-set home is an alluring 
refuge that is both anchored and aerial.
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First-floor planGround-floor plan


